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Abstract

This paper describes major research and development in speech recognition and synthesis technologies at NTT from the telecommunication's viewpoint. Technologies include speaker-dependent, speaker-independent word recognition based on DP matching, speaker-independent word spotting based on HMM, large vocabulary, speaker-independent continuous speech recognition based on HMM-LR and high-quality Japanese Text-to-Speech synthesis. A commercial ANSER system that uses speech recognition and synthesis technologies is also introduced.

1. Introduction

The "Multimedia Era" will come soon based on the advent of B-ISDN and FTTH. Under these circumstances, the various new services will utilize video, speech, text, data and other multimedia information. In these new services, speech will still play an essential role, because speech is the most natural and easiest communication media for human beings. Speech recognition and speech synthesis technologies have important roles in constructing better human/machine communication systems with the ability to communicate through speech over the network. In Japan, the number of subscriber telephone service contracts reached some 37 million at the end of March 1993. Therefore, it is better to develop new services around the telephone network for both users and vendors: only ordinary telephone sets should be needed. Speaker-independent speech recognition has advanced dramatically over the last decade. Moreover the quality of synthesized speech has also been improved. These technologies have been realized by the use of high-performance CPUs and DSPs. As a leader in speech research and development, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT) has developed several speech technologies[1][2][3][4] and various types of equipment that offer a great deal of application potential. Speech recognition and speech synthesis equipment developed at NTT are introduced in the following sections from the viewpoints of telecommunications applications.

2. System Overview in the Real World

2.1 ANSER System

In Japan, NTT has combined speaker-independent speech (isolated word) recognition and speech synthesis technologies to form the telephone information system called ANSER/Automatic Answer Network System for Electrical Requests[5]. Since its introduction in 1981, the system has provided information services for the banking industry. Most Japanese banks (601 banks in 1990) now use ANSER, serving customers at the rate of several hundred thousand calls per day. Later the system was also introduced into the securities industry. ANSER's voice response and speech recognition capabilities let customers make inquiries and obtain information through dialogue with a computer. When ANSER was first developed in 1981, the system had only voice response capability and could accept input only from touch-tone telephones through DTMF signals. Speech recognition was added by the end of that year, permitting system access through ordinary dial telephones. Later, facsimile and modem access capabilities were added. Figure 1 shows a typical ANSER system configuration for a banking application. ANSER systems are in place in more than 75 cities across Japan, with all ANSER centers interconnected by a data communications network. Customers can access an ANSER center and obtain banking services for a small fee wherever they live. Speaker-independent speech recognition is particularly difficult through telephone lines because, in addition to variations among speakers, telephone sets and lines cause varying amounts of distortion. The system's 16-word lexicon consists of the 10 digits and six control words in Japanese. A huge amount of telephone speech with a wide range of telephone-set and line variations and speaker characteristics was collected to form a speech database. The samples came from three regions of Japan and were generated by 1,564 male and female speakers ranging in age from 20 to 60 years. The basic idea for vocabulary-independent word recognition based on DP matching was introduced. Namely, each word is expressed as a sequence of phoneme templates.

2.2 PC-based ANSER System

Since its original introduction, the system has been improved in terms of processing capacity, performance of speech recognition, and quality of synthesized speech. ANSER is one of the biggest commercial applications of speech recognition technology in the
world, however, the market for voice information services could be expanded by reducing the size and cost of the speech recognition unit used in the ANSER system. Therefore, NTT has developed a single speech recognition processor LSI to realize a more compact and economical speech recognition board. The speech recognition LSI was created as a 20K gate array using 1.5-mm C-MOS design rules. Spectral analysis is executed on a general purpose DSP chip. The board has sufficient memory (one 128-KW RAM and four 128-KW Flash ROMs) for a maximum vocabulary size of 2,048 words for single-word template usage; however, only 512 words among them can be recognized at the same time. The new speech recognition board is approximately 75% smaller than the original unit, making it possible to plug the recognizer into a conventional PC (Personal Computer).

Basically, this board can be used for both speaker-independent and speaker-dependent isolated word recognition. The average recognition accuracy of the ten numerals is 97% for speaker-independent recognition. A PC based ANSER system for personal usage can be easily configured by combining the recognition board with a PC and a text-to-speech board developed by NTT.

3. Speech Recognition Technologies

3.1 A Speaker-Independent Word Spotting Board and Trial for Voice Dialing

While using an isolated word recognition system, any extraneous speech or breathing noises prior to or following the target word can cause recognition errors. This problem can be solved by using a word spotting technique to recognize a set of key words embedded in conversational speech or in noisy speech. We have developed a speaker-independent word spotting board based on the HMM (hidden Markov model) [5]. Over the last ten years, HMM based speech recognition techniques have been successfully applied to various speech recognition systems, especially speaker-independent recognition and continuous speech recognition.

The block diagram of the HMM-based word spotting system is shown in Fig. 2. There are essentially four stages in the process: speech analysis, fuzzy vector quantization, Viterbi decoding, and postprocessing. In the speech analysis stage, the input signal is analyzed by the LPC method, and spectral feature vectors are obtained. Fuzzy vector quantization represents each input vector as a weighted combination of the code vectors. In the Viterbi decoding stage, time series of fuzzy observation symbols are scored frame-synchronously by the Viterbi decoding algorithm with reference to the HMMs of the key words. After the decoding process, recognition candidates are selected in the postprocessing stage, which includes pruning by duration control and assignment of likelihood scores. After detecting the locally peaked likelihood score, spotting results are obtained.

The maximum length of a key word is 2.4 seconds, but utterance length is unlimited. Each key word is represented by an 11-state discrete hidden Markov model trained using speech data of several hundred male and female speakers. An experiment showed that 97% keyword recognition accuracy was obtained for the speaker-independent ten Japanese numeral spotting task. For this task, each HMM was trained using about 100 male speaker tokens collected through long distance telephone lines with SN ratios ranging from 20 dB to 100 dB [3].

The board uses two general purpose DSPs for spectral analysis and fuzzy vector quantization, and nine Transputers for Viterbi decoding and postprocessing. The nine Transputers are connected in a tree structure, with the root Transputer performing some postprocessing and system control operations. This architecture allows a set of 88 key words to be processed in real time. A maximum of 224 vocabulary words can be stored on about 10 Megabytes of on-board memory. This board has a VME-bus interface and can be easily plugged into a workstation as shown in Fig. 3.

Using this word spotting board, a voice dialing system called "Name Dial" was tested in Advanced Intelligent Networks (Advanced IN). Speech recognition experiments were performed using an IN experimental system that included the speech recognition function. A voice dialing service, which allowed one of a closed user group to call a member of the group by speaking his section and name, was tested and achieved a voice dial success rate of 77% [5].

We have also tested the voice activated telephone intermediary system using this word spotting board [7].

3.2. Voice Dialing Telephone for Automobile

The need for a noise-robust and hands-free speech recognizer is rapidly increasing, especially one that can be used in automobiles. It is thought difficult, however, to improve speech recognition performance under noisy conditions, and speech uttered in a running automobile is always contaminated by nonstationary environment noises. Conventional noise subtraction techniques using a single microphone do not provide adequate speech recognition performance in an automobile, so we have designed a speech recognizer that is effective even in environments filled with automobile noise.

The proposed speech recognizer performs noise subtraction in the autocorrelation domain, not the spectral (frequency) domain [6]. Signals from primary and secondary microphones are used, and the autocorrelation function of each signal is calculated over a short time.
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3.3 Speech Recognition Technologies for Future Telecommunications Applications

The telephone directory service is an important service for users in telecommunications. To realize this service using speech recognition, we have to establish large-vocabulary, continuous, speaker-independent speech recognition. Algorithms for recognizing large-vocabulary continuous speech require (1) accurate scoring for phoneme sequences, (2) reduction of trellis calculation, and (3) efficient pruning of phoneme sequence candidates. To meet these requirements, we have proposed the following four methods.

(a) Two-Stage LR Parser

The two-stage LR parser uses two classes of LR tables: a main grammar table and sub-grammar tables as shown in Figure 6. These grammar tables are separately compiled from a context-free grammar. The sub-grammar tables deal with semantically classified items, such as city names, area names, block numbers, and subscriber names. The main grammar table controls the relationships between these semantic items. Dividing the grammar into two classes has two advantages: since each grammar can be compiled separately, the time needed for compiling the LR table is reduced, and the system can easily be adapted to many types of utterances by simply changing the main grammar rules.

Table 1 Speech Recognition Performance in an Automobile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driving Condition</th>
<th>Recognition Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine Idling</td>
<td>95.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Window Closed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Driving</td>
<td>89.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Window Closed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Driving</td>
<td>68.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Window Down)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highway Driving</td>
<td>85.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Window Closed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highway Driving</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Window Party Down)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The two-stage LR parser predicts the following phonemes using the LR table. It transfers them to an HMM phoneme verifier. The phoneme verifier calculates the phoneme likelihood using the trie algorithm and returns the likelihood to the two-stage LR parser.

The state of the candidate then moves to the next state in the LR table via shift and reduce operations. During steps (1)-(3), all possible phoneme sequence candidates are constructed in parallel. These phoneme sequence candidates are pruned by using their HMM likelihoods.

The algorithm uses a backward trellis as well as a forward trellis so as to accurately calculate the score of a phoneme sequence candidate. The backward trellis likelihood is calculated without any grammatical constraints on the phoneme sequences; it is used as a likelihood estimate for potential succeeding phoneme sequences.

Adjusting Window

An algorithm for determining an adjusting window that restricts calculation to a probable part of the trellis for each predicted phoneme has been proposed. The adjusting window has a length of 50 frames (400 ms). The score within the adjusting window is calculated by coevaluating the forward and backward trellises. In this procedure, the likelihood of the forward trellis is multiplied by (1 - E), where E is a small value.

Merging Candidates

The LR tables need multiple pronunciation rules to cover allophonic phonemes, such as the devoicing and long vowels noted in Japanese pronunciation. These multiple rules cause an explosion of the search space. To reduce the search space, phoneme sequence candidates as well as grammatical states are merged when they are phonetically and semantically the same. Candidate word sequences having the same meaning are further merged, ignoring the differences in non-keywords.

This algorithm was applied to a telephone directory assistance system that recognizes spontaneous speech that contains addresses and names of more than 70,000 subscribers. Table 2 shows the size of the vocabulary for each semantic item. The grammar used in this system has various rules for interrogatives, verb phrases, post-positional particles, etc. It was made by analyzing 300 sentences in simulated telephone directory assistance dialogs. The word perplexity was about 70,000. In this task, no constraints by the directory database were placed on the combination of addresses and subscriber names.

Two types of speaker-independent HMMs were prepared to evaluate the algorithm: 56 context-independent phoneme HMMs and 358 context-dependent phoneme HMMs. The proposed algorithm was evaluated on the basis of 51 sentences that included 184 keywords. These utterances contained various interrogatives and verb phrases. They were spontaneously uttered by eight different speakers. Experimental results confirmed the effectiveness of merging at the meaning level and at the context-dependent HMM level. These techniques achieved an average sentence understanding rate of 65% and an average keyword recognition rate of 89%. The results show that the proposed algorithm performs well in spite of the large perplexity.

3.4 Direction of Speech Recognition Technologies

There are many kinds of services that need using speech recognition in the telecommunications world. However, the words used in each service are usually completely different. To expand services using speech recognition, speech recognition technologies should have the following capabilities for corresponding customers’ requests.

Flexible Vocabulary (Vocabulary-independent) Recognition

With the whole-word-model based speech recognition, it is time consuming to construct word model or word templates. It would be better if new vocabularies could be created without having to collect training data.

Table 2 Vocabulary Sizes for Telephone Directory Assistance Task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semantic item</th>
<th>City Names</th>
<th>Town Names</th>
<th>Back Numbers</th>
<th>Subscriber Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary size</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>71,251</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While it is preferable where there is a finite and limited vocabulary, it's not suitable where the vocabularies are very large and are continually being changed and updated.

On the other hand, rule based speech synthesis creates voice messages from phoneme string and prosody information using various kinds of rules and tables. Among these, the speech synthesis method that accepts ASCII text input is called Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis.

While TTS is capable of generating an arbitrary vocabulary, user acceptance of TTS output is not as high as that of digitized voice. TTS applications remain sporadic in the public domain. Recent research efforts have tried to advance TTS performance and its speech quality has steadily improved. It is expected that TTS will be one of the critical medium transformation technologies in the coming multimedia age.

### 4.2 Current Applications of Speech Synthesis Technologies over the Telephone Network

Various voice services using the telephone network have been developed and are well accepted by the public. There are several reasons for this. First, only a regular telephone set is needed by the user. Next, the user can input information using the keypad of the telephone set. Advances in speech technology make it easier to process speech data.

The initial services were large scale services providing several hundreds of telephone ports such as banking systems. Lastly, small scale unique services such as information offering systems for a limited number of members, similar to the 900 services in the U.S., have been developed and adopted.

In the ANSER System, prerecorded speech is basically used for voice response messages, however account names and the amount of money are generated for deposit acknowledgments and balance inquiry by rule based speech synthesis. In the information inquiry domain, a recent trend is for public departments such as city office, tax office and police stations, to offer voice guidance for administrative tasks via the telephone network. From the viewpoint of equality and simplicity, these services will spread to private companies.

### 4.3 Problems with the Prerecorded Method

The most significant problem with the prerecorded method is that voice units are relatively long and meaningful. Almost all existing systems in the real world, such as arrival and departure announcements at railroad stations, booking systems over the telephone network and telephone number guidance, have adopted this method. While it is preferable where there is a finite and limited vocabulary, it's not suitable where the vocabularies are very large and are continually being changed and updated.

On the other hand, rule based speech synthesis creates voice messages from phoneme string and prosody information using various kinds of rules and tables. Among these, the speech synthesis method that accepts ASCII text input is called Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis. While TTS is capable of generating an arbitrary vocabulary, user acceptance of TTS output is not as high as that of digitized voice. TTS applications remain sporadic in the public domain. Recent research efforts have tried to advance TTS performance and its speech quality has steadily improved. It is expected that TTS will be one of the critical medium transformation technologies in the coming multimedia age.

### 4.4 TTS Technology and Trend

Most Japanese TTS systems have three processes as shown in Figure 8. The first process is text analysis, morphological analysis is used to separate the input text into individual words by referring to a word dictionary. Kanji (Chinese) characters are then converted into Kana characters which correspond to syllables. At the same time, accentual phrase and pause positions are determined by word compound rules. Accentual positions in a compound word are shifted according to accent moving rules. Second, prosody patterns such as fundamental frequency patterns, segmental power pattern and phoneme duration patterns are calculated using pattern setting models and parameter values prepared for this. First, only a regular telephone set is needed by the user. Next, the user can input information using the keypad of the telephone set. Advances in speech technology make it easier to process speech data. The initial services were large scale services providing several hundreds of telephone ports such as banking systems. Lastly, small scale unique services such as information offering systems for a limited number of members, similar to the 900 services in the U.S., have been developed and adopted.
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in tables. Last, each speech unit, which corresponds to a phonemc segment, is chosen one by one from a speech unit file and concatenated to yield continuous speech.

In recent years, several speech synthesis methods based on waveform concatenation have been proposed that offer high speech quality. The intelligibility of their output is higher than that of conventional parametric synthesis methods. The hardware architecture is rather simple because proprietary DSPs are not needed.

One interesting trend is the rapid increase in CPU performance of Personal Computers (PCs) and Work Stations (WSs): high grade PCs offer several generations of MIPS. Thus it is now feasible to execute TTS synthesis in software alone.

4.5 Service Segment of TTS Synthesizers

The NTT group developed the first TTS product in Japan in 1986, and released a TTS card with PC interface in 1989. It is called "Synteribino" (literally clustering boy). The first version of "Synteribino" employed the LSP (Line Spectrum Pair) speech synthesis method, a kind of LPC, and the speech units were CV(Consonant-Vowel) and VC diphonem type segments. The second version of the TTS card, called "Synteribino HG (High Grade)", was developed in 1991. This TTS card adopts a COC (Context Oriented Clustering) method(16) for speech unit generation and so offers a more fluent voice.

Several voice-based information services named "Dial Q2" (corresponds to AT&T's 900 service called "Multi-Quest"), are very popular in Japan. These services use the starting numbers of '0990'. The pronunciation of Japanese 'Q' is the same as that of 'O' in English, so this is called 'Dial Q2' service. In these services, the TTS systems work well in services whose vocabularies frequently change. The application described below is interesting and confirms the advantages of TTS.

A newspaper company provides daily sports information such as professional baseball games, horse races and Sumo wrestling winners to its customers via the telephone network. One example is the progress of a baseball game: the score is sent from a PC in the stadium to the newspaper company via the telephone network and the user can hear the latest score through the TTS service. A very new service which transmits CD recordings over the telephone network has just started in July 1994. In this system, TTS technology developed by NTT is used to introduce the musicians and music titles. These applications suggest other similar inquiry services such as stock market reports, traffic jam information, and news. A reservation system that uses a TTS card for medical examinations is being used in several hospitals in Japan.

5. Conclusion

This paper has briefly introduced several systems, devices and technologies developed at NTT, associated with speech recognition and speech synthesis. These technologies include isolated word recognition applicable to both speaker-dependent and speaker-independent recognition, speaker-independent word spotting, speaker-independent large vocabulary, continuous speech recognition and text-to-speech synthesis. Some of them are being used in the real word for providing several services over the telephone network.

Speech technologies will play an increasingly important role in the coming "Multimedia Era". As speech technologies move from the laboratory into the real world, there is a need for systems that respond to a wide variety of real-world problems. In spite of the great progress made in recent years, there remain a large number of problems to be solved.
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